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Nadezhda Mihaylova
www.nadezhdamihaylova.eu

The personal website of the vice-chairperson of
the National Assembly on the side of the United
Democratic Forces, Mrs Nadezhda Mihaylova, was
created with the Content Management System
(CMS) FACE CONTROL.
The webpage is a useful source of information,
combining the public appearance and the private
life of the female politician. Some of the
information sections are: news, statements and
speeches, publications, calendar of events, etc.
The content of the website is enriched with a
photo gallery and video materials, representing
the political life and media appearance of
Nadezhda Mihaylova Two additional modules have
been integrated – a mail list and a feedback form.

ARSP
www.arspbg.org
The web site of the Association for Re-integration of
Sentenced Prisoners presents new projects, legislation,
press information, statistics, gallery, annual reports and
news, related to the activity of this the non-profit
organization.
The Internet site was created and is using FACE
CONTROL, for the management of its web content.
The project is bilingual –there is a Bulgarian and English
version.

The Internet site about the euro scepticism in
Bulgaria
www.eurosceptic.info
The website provides information about the euro
scepticism in Bulgaria. Some major issues about our
country integration in the European Community are
discussed.
The Internet page contains an abundance of legal and
media information, news. It is open to those who would
like to join the discussion. The site is in Bulgarian and
English, it has integrated- forum, search engine.
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Gallery Loran
www.galleryloran.com
Loran is a recently opened Bulgarian art gallery which
entrusted ELIDO MEDIA with the creation of its logo and
the complete design of its website. The website was
created with the content management system FACE
CONTROL. This site has a picture gallery, news, projects
and a contact section. Among the exhibited paintings
there are some from Vladimir Dimitrov “Maistora,
Tsanko Lavrenov, Vasil Stoilov and others. Incase a
visitor of the website is interested in buying a painting
he/she can use the integrated online-request system to
get information about availability or payment methods.

KIBEA
www.kibea.net
Our client- Kibea is Bulgarian leading publishing
company. The site is bilingual- in Bulgarian and in
English. A great variety of book titles are integrated in
the on-line book catalogue of the site. The website has a
build-in search module by keywords and a feedback
form – “Contact us”.

Кампания на Общините в България
“За чисти и приветливи селища”
Уеб страницата представя информация за кампанията
на Общините в България под надслов “За чисти и
приветливи селища”. Страницата съдържа наръчник с
информация, материали, предистория, анкета, секция
“Предистория”,
интерактивна
листовка,,
секция
“Обявление”, “Обръщение”, данни за такса смет и др.
Страницата предлага и версия на английски език.
Първоначалният уеб дизайн и изграждането на
страницата бяха създадени от Елидо Медия.
Проектът е финансиран от USAID и за целите на
кампанията, заедно със създаването на уеб страницата
беше създаден и мултимедиен диск.
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ZLATARSKI ZANAJATI
www.goldbg.com
Interactive catalogue presenting jewelry craft. A number
of original rings, necklaces and other jewelry can be seen
and ordered through the site.

Евро Инфо Център
www.eic.bcci.bg
Мрежата на българския Евро Инфо Център предлага
интересна информация за България и ЕС. Сайтът е
разработен на английски и български.
Първоначалният уеб дизайн и изграждането
страницата бяха създадени от Елидо Медия.

на

International multi-language on-line library
“Heydar Aliyev’s heritage”
www.aliyevheritage.org
The project is dedicated to the heritage of the President
G. Aliyev. The website is a valuable source of
information targeted to politicians, students and
researchers. The website was designed and created with
FACE
CONTROL.
Currently
25
DIFFERENT
LANGUAGES are available. Some of them are:
Azerbaijani, Indonesian, Arabic, Bulgarian, Turkish,
Portuguese, Ukrainian, Urdu, Russian, Persian, Indian,
Italian, Japanese, Chinese, Czech, English, Spanish,
French, German Greek, Hebrew. A trained team of 35
people fills the multilingual content of the web.
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Transparent Elections,
Azerbaijan Monitoring Center
http://transparentelections.org
This is a non-governmental organization (NGO) that
aims at supporting the democratic processes in
Azerbaijan. Professional editors’ team manages the
website throughout daily updates – of the news, political
analysis, and comments. IN FOUR DAYS in Baku our
team managed to convert it in dynamic source of
information. The short time of website launch was
achieved with the advanced features of FACE CONTROL.

FUND OF MONITORING OF ECOLOGICAL
STANDARDS OF AZERBAIJAN
www.azecology.org
This non-governmental organization website informs
about the pollution rate in Azerbaijan, carry out an
ecological monitoring and provides legal information
about the ecological standards in the country.
It is multilingual- in English, Russian and Azerbaijani.
Advanced modules are also integrated, such as:
search engine, poll and discussion forum. No IT
specialists do the daily information updates on this
website after 1 week of training.

AZERBAIJAN FREE SPEECH FOUNDATION
www.azfreespeech.org
The foundation website aims at providing advisory and
analysis concerning the free speech in Azerbaijan. It
also aims at supporting the educating process and
promoting the legal democratic state in Azerbaijan.
The web design and the site creation were made with
FACE CONTROL. This Internet page is supported in 3
languages- English, Russian and Azerbaijani. The
foundation staff does daily information updates
without any technical assistance after 1-week training.
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Public Association for the "Protection of Rights
of Migrants and Internally Displaced Persons in
Azerbaijan"
www.azerbaijanfoundation.org
This non-governmental organization stands for the
Rights of Immigrants and Internally Displaced People
in Azerbaijan.
The web site was designed and created with FACE
CONTROL. It is valuable source of information about
this
issue
in
the
country.
www.azerbaijanfoundation.org is in 3 languagesEnglish, Russian and Azerbaijani. It has an integrated
discussion forum and polls.
The association staff makes the web updates without
technical support of an IT specialist

"Way to Quran" E.Kuliyev`s private site
www.waytoquran.org
A private religious website about the moderate Islam,
philosophic reasoning about the Quran, comments of
the basic religious values and believes. The aim is to
popularize and educate the visitors and teach them in
the basic human values.
The website is designed and created with FACE
CONTROL. No technical professionals make the
updates, after 1 week of training. A key-word search
module was integrated to enable the visitors to search
for determinate information.

Azerbaijan New Media
www.aznewmedia.com
Azerbaijan New Media is a leading high- tech company
in Azerbaijan. It is a joint venture with Lamel Ltd.,
Bulgaria.
As our International partner we are happy to see that
they have input lots of professionalism and
enthusiasm to convert their company in a fast growing
business unit.
For their achievements, they were granted the 1st
business award in Azerbaijan and they were finalists in
the top 12 (out of 3 000 participants) of International
awards- Young Business Achiever, 2004.
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